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OUR COMPANY AT A GLANCE

This vision drives us to develop products  
that meet the needs of pets and their owners.

 
Our company slogan  

“Gimborn. Cats.dogs.love.”  
emphasizes the quality-oriented philosophy  

of our premium products and brands.

GERMAN ROOTS—GLOBAL HART
Gimborn – Cats. Dogs. Love. Founded 1855 as a pharma-
ceutical company, we have become in over 50 years a 
successful pet specialist. We develop, produce and market 
premium Cat and Dog Snacks under the GimCat and GimDog 
brands. Since 31 years we produce premium Cat Litter under 
the Biokat’s brand.

TRULY GLOBAL. TRULY DIVERSE.
Being a truly international company, we successfully sell our 
products in over 50 countries. Our core markets are Germany, 
the Netherlands, Italy and China. We take up leading positions 
with our added value brand concepts within the Specialized  
Pet Trade, Online, Grocery and the Vet Channel. 

INNOVATION 
We are characterized by a profound understanding of the 
needs of pets and their owners. 

Gimborn has his own R&D department in Emmerich for 
GimCat & GimDog treats and in Kelheim for our Biokat’s Cat 
Litter. This puts us in a position to successfully develop and 
implement new innovations.

The knowledge is also acquired in cooperation with R&D 
departments of several veterinarian universities and specialists.

Gimborn is the first manufacturer of Taurine in Cat snacks.

We are also the pioneer in adding essential vitamins and 
minerals to the cat’s snack. Multiple international awards  
are proof of this.

GIMBORN QUALITY PROMISE
Our Emmerich and Kelheim plants are both DIN ISO 9001 
certified. We guarantee our quality through constant 
monitoring and supervision of our entire production process.

Our recipes have been developed according to the latest 
scientific knowledge. All Gimborn snacks have been developed 
and are produced based on ingredients that are suitable for 
humans.

Gimborn—over 160 years of German tradition and quality,  
we use for our untiring striving for innovation.

“ OUR MOTIVATION IS TO CREATE MAGICAL MOMENTS  
BETWEEN HUMANS AND PETS.”

PLANT EMMERICH

PLANT KELHEIM
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SUSTAINABLY.
ECO-FRIENDLY. BIOKAT’S.

DISCOVER THE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY  
CAT HYGIENE OF BIOKAT’S.
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Biokat’s is the cat litter brand, which stands for 100%  
natural cat hygiene and pure well-being.

Sustainability is at the heart of our positioning.  
Like no other cat litter brand, Biokat combines superior  

odour control with environmental friendliness.

THE UNIQUE SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPT OF BIOKAT’S

• Biokat’s cat litter is produced in Germany. This means short 
transport routes and low CO2 emissions on the way from 
quarry to production.

• Almost exclusively German raw clay of high quality is used. 
This guarantees the German quality products of Biokat’s and 
also secures employment in Germany.

• The quarries that Biokat’s opens to extract clay are cultivated 
again after full extraction and returned to nature. This means 
creating new valuable ecological habitats. Throughout the 
extraction process, the quarries are constantly monitored by 
geologists and kept in their natural equilibrium.

• Through continuous technical innovations in the production 
of our Biokat’s, we have been able to halve our energy 
consumption since 1991.

• At our cat litter production site in Kelheim (Bavaria), our  
own combined heat and power plant is operated with 
natural gas and produces heat and electricity at the same 
time. We use the heat generated by the natural gas during 
the production of electricity to dry the gravel. The electricity 
we produce meets 70% of our needs. In some cases, the 
amount of electricity produced is so high that we can return 
the surplus electricity to the network.

• We are also gradually expanding our fleet with electric 
forklifts.

• Another of our targets is to switch to at least 80% LED light 
sources throughout the company by 2020.

• In 2011, the Carbon Footprint Company calculated the CO2 
energy value of the production of the Biokat’s in Kelheim. 
It confirmed this example. That’s why we received the 
ECOCARE AWARD in 2012 for our sustainability concept at 
Biokat’s.

• In 2017, Reclay GmbH calculated the CO2 energy value of 
the production of Biokat’s in Kelheim and confirmed this 
once again as an example. Some of the results improved 
compared to 2011, when emissions from, for example, 
Classic 3in1 and Classic fresh 3in1 decreased by a further  
11 percent.

Developed by our cat hygiene experts.

   follow us!
www.biokats.info
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HIGHLY EFFECTIVE ACTIVATED CARBON

• Our pure natural activated carbon is made from coconut 
shells, a sustainable raw material.

• Activated carbon is a very porous form of carbon with an 
enormous internal surface area.

• If you were to fold out only 2 grams of activated carbon, that 
little bit of carbon would have a total surface area of no less 
than half a football pitch (2000 m2)!

• Due to its special physical properties, fragrances are 
extremely effectively bound to the activated carbon. This 
simple principle is known as the “vanderwaal forces”. 

• Due to the enormous surface area of the activated carbon 
and the vandalism forces, the activated carbon can bind an 
incredible number of odours extremely effectively. 

• In households activated carbon has been used for a long 
time, e.g. in extractor hoods, in odour filters of refrigerators, 
in water filters and in shoe soles.

• Activated carbon—our “black diamond”!

ALOE VERA FOR GENTLE CARE

• Aloe vera comes exclusively from leaves of the  
‘Aloe barbadensis Miller’.

• Immediately after harvesting, the ripe leaves of the aloe  
vera are transported from the plantations to the factory,  
so that their valuable components are fully preserved.  
At the factory, the leaves are washed with water and then 
peeled by hand. The leaf fillets are then processed into gel, 
concentrated liquid or powder. 

• Aloe vera is used as a liquid and sprayed over the cat’s grit. 
This way, all granules get a “caring shower”. 

• Test it yourself: Rub a few granules between your fingers.  
Do you feel how soft your skin feels after that?

• A wonderful feeling that lasts for a long time! Your cat will 
love this feeling, because cats are very clean animals.

• We use aloe vera in a quantity that is well tolerated  
by cats.

• Aloe vera—our “green diamond”!

AROMAPROTECT FORMULA™

• If we perceive a bad odor, it is composed of hundreds  
of different odor molecules 

• The mixture of the different molecules leads to an 
unpleasant odour.

• AromaProtect is a technology that optimally reduces  
bad odors

• Because every bad smell is individual, the AromaProtect 
formula is adjusted to a certain unpleasant smell—in this 
case cat urine

• Small fragrance molecules captures the bad smells and 
thereby change the perception of what the nose smells in 
the brain. 

• The supposed bad smell is replaced by a pleasant  
fresh smell
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DIAMOND FORMULA™

• Diamond Formula™ additionally offers highly effective 
protection against unpleasant odours by natural activated 
carbon and extra care by aloe vera.

• Active carbon for highly effective odour binding and 
absorption

• Aloe vera for cat-friendly, natural and gentle care

FRESHLOCK FORMULA™

• FreshLock Formula™= natural activated carbon + 
AromaProtect Formula™, for maximum odour and at the 
same time a hygienic and freshly smelling litter tray

• Active carbon for highly effective odour and absorption

• AromaProtect Formula™ for maximum fragrance and  
fresh cotton blossom fragrance

HYGIENE FORMULA™

Three different granule sizes: 

• Large granules for extra fast odour absorption 

• Medium-sized granules for the formation of extra solid 
clumps 

• Small granules for extra long use



OUR CATLITTER FOR  
SPECIAL NEEDS
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CLASSIC 3IN1

• Biokat‘s Classic consists of 3 granule sizes
• The large granule has many large pores
• Medium-sized granule form extremely strong clumps
• The small granule increase the effectiveness

10 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 307 languages

Unit
90 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbeefi! BG, CZ, DE, EN, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, RU, SK, 
UA

18 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 789 languages

Unit
48 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdhij! CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, NO, 
RU, SE, SK, UA
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CLASSIC FRESH 3IN1

• With spring fragrance
• With AromaProtect Formula™
• Guaranteed long-lasting fragrance!

10 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 314 languages

Unit
90 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbecbc! BG, CZ, DE, EN, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, RU, SK, 
UA

18 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 796 languages

Unit
48 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdhjg! CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, NO, 
RU, SE, SK, UA
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CLASSIC FRESH 3IN1 COTTON BLOSSOM

• With Cotton Blossom fragrance 
• With AromaProtect Formula™
• Guaranteed long-lasting fragrance!

10 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 413 languages

Unit
90 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdebd! BG, CZ, DE, EN, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, RU, SK, 
UA
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CLASSIC FRESH 3IN1 BABYPOWDER

• With baby powder fragrance
• Hygiene Formula™
• 3 different granule sizes
• The litter is more productive & forms firmer lumps
• Provides for a long lasting odour binding!

10 L 613 864 languages

Unit
90 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdige! BG, CZ, DE, EN, FR, HU, IT, LV, NL, RU, SK, 
UA
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DIAMOND CARE CLASSIC

• With pure natural activated carbon
• For highly effective odour control
• Contains aloe vera for gentle care
• With „Diamond Formula™“
• Odourless

8 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 253 languages

Unit
100 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdcfd! CN, CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, IT, NL, 
NO, RU, SE, SK, UA

DIAMOND CARE FRESH

• With pure natural activated carbon
• For highly effective odour control
• Contains aloe vera for gentle care
• With „Diamond Formula™“
• With baby powder odour

8 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 260 languages

Unit
100 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdcga! CN, CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, IT, NL, 
NO, RU, SE, SK, UA
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DIAMOND CARE MULTICAT

• Optimally adapted to more cat cat households
• Contains 2-in-1 FreshLock Formula™
• Maximum odour in Multi-Cat households 
• Ensures a long lasting fresh fragrance

8 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 475 languages

Unit
100 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdehf! CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, IT, NL, NO, RU, SE
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DIAMOND CARE ATTRACTING & CALMING

• Species-specific scent messenger substance with attracting & calming effect
• 99% dust-free - suitable for sensitive cats
• Ideal for young, older, and stressed cats
• Simply house-trained 
• Natural activated carbon for effective odour binding and absorption

10 L 613 802 languages

Unit
90 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdiac! CZ, DE, DK, EN, FR, HU, IT, NL, PL, RU, UA
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DIAMOND CARE SENSITIVE CLASSIC

• Fine granulation clumping litter with activated carbon
• Ideal match for the high standards of allergic and/or sensitive cats
• Free from chemical additives
• Highly effective odour binding and absorption
• The clump thus formed is solid, making it easier to be removed
• 99% Dust-free and Less tracking

6 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 901 languages

Unit
120 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdjab! CZ, DE, EN, FR, HU, IT, NL, NO, RU, SE, SK, 
UA
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MICRO CLASSIC

• Extra fine granulation
• Particularly economical
• Strong clumping
• Up to 100 % dust-free 

14 L Pa-
perbag 613 840 languages

Unit
63 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdiea! CZ, DE, DK, EN, ES, FI, FR, IT, NL, 
NO, PL, RU, SE, UA

MICRO FRESH

• Extra fine granulation
• Particularly economical
• Strong clumping
• Up to 100 % dust-free
• With summer fragrance

14 L pa-
perbag 613 857 languages

Unit
63 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdifh! CZ, DE, DK, EN, ES, FI, FR, IT, NL, 
NO, PL, RU, SE, UA
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WHITE DREAM CLASSIC

• Fine granulation for flat and stable clumping
• White clumping litter consisting of natural clay
• High hygiene and cleanliness standards
• Urine control impurities can be detected quickly
• Nearly dust-free, suitable for sensitive cats

12 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 659 languages

Unit
63 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdgfj! CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, HU, IT, NL, NO, RU, 
SE, SK
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ACTIVE PEARLS

• Improves the odour binding of the cat litter
• In a natural way
• This is achieved by the activated carbon
• Strengthens the formation of clumps 
• Cat litter is longer to use

700 G 605 180 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-gafbia! CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, NO, RU, UA
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DEO PEARLS 
BABY POWDER

• Reliably encapsulates odours in
• Gives a delicious baby powder fragrance free
• This guarantees long-lasting fragrance! 
• Strengthens the formation of clumps 

700 G 605 159

Unit
6 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, NO, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-gafbfj!

DEO PEARLS 
SPRING

• Distinguishes itself by AromaProtect Formula™
• Reliably encapsulates odours in
• Wonderfully fragrant spring fragrance 
• This guarantees long-lasting fragrance! 
• Strengthens the formation of clumps

700 G 605 135

Unit
6 pcs

languages
CN, CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-gafbdf!

DEO PEARLS 
COTTON BLOSSOM

• Reliably encapsulates odours in
• Releases a scent of freshly washed laundry
• This guarantees long-lasting fragrance! 
• Strengthens the formation of clumps 

700 G 605 173

Unit
6 pcs

languages
CN, CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-gafbhd!
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POLYBAGS XXL

• Effortless, hygienic cleaning of the litter tray
• Suitable for all cat litter boxes

12 
pieces 649 009 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-gejaaj! CN, CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, RU, UA
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ECO BAGS XXL

• Effortless, hygienic cleaning of the litter tray
• Made from 80% recycled materials
• Environmentally friendly
•  Suitable for all cat litter boxes

12 
pieces 649 023 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-gejacd! CN, CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, RU, UA
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EUROKAT‘S CLASSIC

• Big granules made of natural clay
• Good clumping and excellent odor binding
• Very economical and effective 

20 Liter 
paper-

bag
616 537 languages

Unit
48 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbgfdh! DE, DK, EN, FI, NL, PL, SE

EUROKAT‘S BABYPOWDER

• Big granules made of natural clay
• Good clumping and excellent odour binding
• Very economical and effective
• With baby powder fragrance

20 Liter 
paper-

bag
613 246 languages

Unit
48 pcs

'!0A20GE-gbdceg! CZ, DE, DK, EN, FI, FR, HU, NL, PL, 
RU, SE, SK, UA



EVERY DAY LINE
Innovative snacks and supplementary food 
for cats of all ages and sizes.

The snacks are therefore not only 
particularly tasty, but also specially 
adapted to the needs and health of the cats 
and refined with functional ingredients.
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SHINYCAT KITTEN 
CHICKEN

• The perfect choice for kittens from 8 weeks
• Balanced calcium/phosphorus ratio
• Particularly small pieces for kittens

70 G 413 143 languages

Unit
24 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebdbed! DE, FR, NL

SHINYCAT KITTEN 
TUNA

• The perfect choice for kittens from 8 weeks
• Balanced calcium/phosphorus ratio
• Particularly small pieces for kittens

70 G 413 150 languages

Unit
24 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebdbfa! DE, FR, NL
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SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
TUNA & SHRIMP

• Protein-rich pieces of fish in delicious jelly

70 G 413 099

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebdajj!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
CHICKEN & PAPAYA

• Delicate high-protein meat in delicious jelly

70 G 412 948

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebcjei!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
CHICKEN

• Delicate high-protein meat in delicious jelly

70 G 413 112

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebdbbc!
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SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
CHICKEN & SHRIMP

• Delicate high-protein meat in delicious jelly

70 G 413 129

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebdbcj!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
CHICKEN & CRAB

• Delicate high-protein meat in delicious jelly

70 G 413 136

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebdbdg!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
CHICKEN & LAMB

• Delicate high-protein meat in delicious jelly

70 G 414 584

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, EN, NL

'!0A20GE-ebefie!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
CHICKEN & BEEF

• Delicate high-protein meat in delicious jelly

70 G 414 591

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebefjb!
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SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
TUNA

• Delicate high-protein fish in delicious jelly

70 G 413 082

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebdaic!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
TUNA & CHEESE

• Delicate high-protein fish in delicious jelly

70 G 414 188

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebebii!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
TUNA & SALOM

• Delicate high-protein fish in delicious jelly

70 G 414 195

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebebjf!

SHINYCAT IN JELLY 
TUNA & CHICKEN

• Delicate high-protein fish and meat in delicious jelly

70 G 413 105

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebdbaf!
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SHINYCAT FILET 
TUNA

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 412 900

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebcjaa!

SHINYCAT FILET 
CHICKEN & MANGO

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 412 979

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebcjhj!

SHINYCAT FILET 
CHICKEN

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 412 887

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebciih!

SHINYCAT FILET 
TUNA & PUMPKIN

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 412 917

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebcjbh!
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SHINYCAT FILET 
TUNA & ANCHOVIES

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 412 924

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebcjce!

SHINYCAT FILET 
TUNA & SALMON

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 414 201

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebecab!

SHINYCAT FILET 
CHICKEN & TUNA

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 414 218

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebecbi!

SHINYCAT FILET 
CHICKEN & SHRIMPS

• Delicious protein-rich pieces of fillet
• Cooked carefully in broth

70 G 412 962

Unit
24 pcs

languages
DE, FR, NL

'!0A20GE-ebcjgc!
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MALT-SOFT PASTE EXTRA

• Double-acting anti-Hairball complex
• Helps swallowed hair to pass through the body
• Reduces the formation of hairballs
• Developed in cooperation with veterinarians

50 G 407 364 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-eahdge! DE, EN, FR, NL, PL

100 G 407 531 languages

Unit
5 pcs

'!0A20GE-eahfbh! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL

200 G 417 127 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebhbch! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL
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MULTI-VITAMIN PASTE

• Contains a unique 3-in-1 complex 
• 12 essential vitamins, beta-glucans and oils
• Strengthens the immune system
• Activates the body‘s own immune system
• Developed in cooperation with veterinarians

50 G 401 423 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabecd! DE, EN, FR, NL, PL

100 G 401 027 languages

Unit
5 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabdjd! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL

200 G 401 881 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabiib! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL
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MULTI-VITAMIN PASTE EXTRA

• Contains unique cell protection formula 
• A complex of essential omega 3 & 6 fatty acids
• Strengthens the immune system
• Developed in cooperation with veterinarian

50 G 401 300 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabdaa! DE, EN, FR, NL, PL

100 G 401 324 languages

Unit
5 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabdce! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL

200 G 401 898 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabiji! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL
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UT BALANCE PASTE

• Supports healthy urine in addition to the normal diet
•  Contains components that react with phosphorus and oxalate in the gut
• Available for all breeds from 1 year of age
• Made in Germany 

50 g 427 041 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-echaeb! CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL, SK

SENIOR PASTE

• Supports healthy ageing
• Compensates for age-related, increased nutrient requirements
• Developed for all cats from 7 years of age
• Targeted improvement of daily nutrition
• Made in Germany

50 G 421 353 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ecbdfd! CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL, SK
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GASTRO INTESTINAL PASTE

• Supports digestion and intestinal flora
• Optimal functioning of the digestive system contributes to the 

general well-being of the cat
• Adequate for all cats from the age of 1 year
• Made in Germany

50 G 417 462 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebhegc! CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL, SK

TAURINE PASTE EXTRA

• Provides enough taurine, which is an essential nutrient for cats
• Supports heart function and eyesight
• Suitable for all cats once solid food is ingested
• Made in Germany 

50 G 402 109 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-eacbaj! CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL, SK
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RELAX PASTE

• Supports relaxation and wellbeing of the cat
• Eschscholzia herbs relaxes and provides serenity
• L-tryptophan promotes serotonin production (happiness hormones)
• The vitamin B complex supports nerve function and energy 

metabolism
• Made in Germany

50 g 421 698 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ecbgji! CZ, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL, SK

KITTEN PASTE

• Supports the needs of young cats from 6 weeks old
• Promotes growth
• Promotes the development of the immune and digestive system
• Made in Germany 

 

50 G 406 787 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-eaghih! CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, PL, SK
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CHEESE BIOTIN PASTE

• A composition of cheese & valuable biotin
• Provides a shiny and smooth coat
• A healthy delicacy

50 G 401 065 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabagf! DE, EN, FR, NL, PL

100 G 401 010 languages

Unit
5 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabdgc! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL

200 G 401 874 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eabihe! DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, PL
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MILK FOR CATS

• Cats love milk
• Particularly easy to digest, healthy and tasty
• A healthy natural product, rich in calcium 

 

200 ml 406 268

Unit
14 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, NL, PL, RU, SK

'!0A20GE-eagcgi!

PUDDING FOR CATS

• A premium and lactose-reduced whole milk
• An exceptional delicacy
• Gives your cat an extra portion of calcium
• Important for bone augmentation & healthy 

skeleton

150 G 406 527

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-eagfch!

YOGHURT FOR CATS

• Yoghurt for Cats is a delicious snack
• Consists of milk thickened with lactobacilli
• Has a positive effect on the intestinal flora 

 

150 G 406 213

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, NL, PL, RU

'!0A20GE-eagcbd!
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PÂTÉ DELUXE 
VEAL

• With veal
• Delicious snack

3 pieces 414 164

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ebebge!

PÂTÉ DELUXE 
POULTRY

• With poultry
• Delicious snack

3 pieces 414 157

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ebebfh!

PÂTÉ DELUXE 
LIVER PIECES

• With liver
• Delicious snack

3 pieces 414 171

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ebebhb!
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NUTRI POCKETS 
MULTI VITAMIN & CATNIP

• Crispy pouches with a delicious filling
• The catnip variety contains vitamins A, D3 and E
• Activate the body‘s immune system
• Strengthen the immune system

60 g 419 190

Unit
12 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ebjbja!

NUTRI POCKETS 
CHEESE & TAURINE

• Crispy pouches with a delicious filling
• Added extra taurine
• Important for vision
• To support heart function

60 g 419 237

Unit
12 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ebjcdh!

NUTRI POCKETS 
DENTAL

• Crispy pouches with a delicious filling
• Specially for dental care
• Effective against plaque and tartar 

60 g 419 244

Unit
12 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ebjcee!
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NUTRI POCKETS 
MALT-VITAMIN MIX

• Crispy pouches with a delicious filling
• Catnip contains vitamins A, D3 and E. 
• Beef-Malt variety contains malt and natural cellulose fibres
• Salmon contains natural omega-3 & -6 acids
• To strengthen the natural immunity

150 g 419 169

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ebjbgj!

NUTRIPOCKETS 
SEA-MIX

• Crispy pouches with a delicious filling
• With salmon, trout and shrimps 
• With taurine 
• Supports the vision and heart function
• No added sugar, artificial flavourings or colourings

150 g 419 176

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ebjbhg!

NUTRI POCKETS 
COUNTRY MIX

• Crispy pouches with a delicious filling
• Duck, beef & turkey 
• Very tasty and contains vitamins A, E and D3
• Activate the immune system
• Increase vitality

150 g 419 183

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ebjbid!
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VITAMIN FLAKES

• Enriched with essential vitamins 
• B1 (thiamine), B2 (riboflavin) & taurine 
• Vitamin B1 and B2 for growth and shiny coat

200 G 408 484 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eaieie! DE, FR, IT, NL
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STICKS 
POULTRY

• Rich with poultry, vitamins and taurine. 
• The recipe is grain-free
• without added sugar
• without artificial colours and flavours
• Made in Austria 

4 Pieces 420 806

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, IT, NL, PL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ecaiag!

STICKS 
TURKEY & RABBIT

• Rich with turkey, rabbit, vitamins and 
taurine. 

• The recipe is grain-free
• without added sugar
• without artificial colours and flavours
• Made in Austria

4 Pieces 420 813

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, IT, NL, PL, RU, UA

'!0A20GE-ecaibd!

STICKS 
LAMB & POULTRY

• Rich with lamb & poultry, vitamins and 
taurine 

• The recipe is grain-free
• without added sugar
• without artificial colours and flavours
• Made in Austria

4 pieces 420 820

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, IT, NL, PL, RU, TR, UA

'!0A20GE-ecaica!

STICKS 
SALMON & TROUT

• Outstanding taste sensation for cats
• Refined with salmon and trout
• Contains vitamins and taurine
• Grain and sugar-free formula
• Without colouring & artificial flavours 

4 pieces 400 778

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL, PT, RU, 

TR, UA

'!0A20GE-eaabhe!
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STICKS 
SALMON & MANGO

• Perfect combination of salmon and mango
• Rich in antioxidants & essential substances
• Improves healthy skin & beautiful coat

3 pieces 420 554

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ecaffe!

STICKS 
BEEF & APPLE

• Perfect combination of beef and apple
• Rich in antioxidants & essential substances
• Supports vision and heart function

3 pieces 420 561

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ecafgb!

STICKS 
CHICKEN & FOREST BERRIES

• Perfect combination of chicken and berries
• Rich in antioxidants & essential substances
• Improves the vitality of your cat

3 pieces 420 578

Unit
24 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ecafhi!
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STICKS KITTEN 
TURKEY

• Rich with turkey, calcium and taurine
• The recipe is grain-free
• without added sugar
• without artificial colours and flavours
• Made in Austria

3 pieces 420 844 languages

Unit
24 pcs

'!0A20GE-ecaiee! CZ, DE, EN, ES, IT, NL, RU, UA
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MEAT BALLS

• The savoury and crispy snack
• Helps prevent dental plaque & tartar formation
• Contribute to the cat‘s dental care

100 G 400 259 languages

Unit
9 pcs

'!0A20GE-eaacfj! CZ, DE, FR, NL, PL, RU, SK
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CRUNCHY SNACK 
CHICKEN & ROSEMARY

• Valuable protein source chicken with aromatic 
rosemary

• Fully grain free
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Crunchy Snack
• Made in EU

50 g 420 677

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-ecaghh!

CRUNCHY SNACK 
DUCK & CATNIP

• Valuable protein source duck with aromatic catnip
• Fully grain free
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Crunchy Snack
• Made in EU 

50 g 420 684

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-ecagie!

CRUNCHY SNACK 
TURKEY & CRANBERRY

• Valuable protein source turkey with a touch of 
cranberry

• Fully grain free
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Crunchy Snack
• Made in EU

50 g 420 691

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-ecagjb!
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SOFT SNACK 
DUCK & BLUEBERRY

• Valuable protein source duck with a touch of 
blueberries

• Fully grain free
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Soft Snack
• Made in EU

60 g 420 707

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-ecahah!

SOFT SNACK 
CHICKEN & THYME

• Valuable protein source chicken with a touch of 
thyme

• Fully grain free
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Crunchy Snack
• Made in EU

60 g 420 721

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-ecahcb!

SOFT SNACK 
SALMON & PARSLEY

• Valuable source of protein salmon with parsley
• Fully grain free
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Crunchy Snack
• Made in EU 

60 g 420 738

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-ecahdi!
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MALT TABS

• Contain aromatic malt extract
• With elm bark and important nutrients
• Positive effect on intestinal health
• No added sugar
• Made in Germany
• Useful for daily feeding

40 g 427 065 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-echagf! CZ, DE, EN, ES, IT, NL, RU

MULTI-VITAMINE TABS

• Taurine supports eye sight and heart function
• Contains important vitamins and beta-glucan
• Strengthen the body‘s defences
• Support the cat’s immune system
• No added sugar and grain free

40 G 418 704 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebihae! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU
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SKIN & COAT TABS

• With Biotin, zinc and vitamins
• Positive effect on skin- and coat metabolism
• Prevention of deficiencies
• Regulate pre-existing biotin and zinc deficts
• No added sugar and grain free

40 G 418 711

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ebihbb!

DENTA TABS

• With mint: provides a fresh breath
• With seaweads: strengthens the teeth
• Support the abrasion of plaque
• Prevents the formation of tartar
• No added sugar and grain free

40 G 420 615

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

'!0A20GE-ecagbf!

KITTEN TABS

• Optimal snack for kittens
• Perfect combination of essential vitamins and natural calcium
• With taurine, for vision and heart function
• With L-arnitine, for energy supply
• Made in Germany

40 g 426 174

Unit
8 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL

'!0A20GE-ecgbhe!
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MILKBITS

• Refined with tasty milk flavour
• Made from the best ingredients
• Stimulate your cat to play
• With taurine and vitamins
• Grain free

40 G 418 735 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebihdf! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU

MINTTIPS

• Refined with aromatic catnip
• Made from the best ingredients
• Stimulates your cat to play
• Without colorants and preservatives
• No added sugar and grain free

40 G 418 742 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebihec! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, RU
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CHEEZIES

• Refined with real hard cheese
• Made from best ingredients
• Stimulate your cat to play
• No added sugar
• Grain free

40 G 418 728 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebihci! CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, PL, RU, SK

140 G 418 780 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebihia! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL, RU

GRASBITS TABS

• With delicious grass
• Made from the best ingredients
• Cats need grass to spit out swallowed hair
• Stimulate your cat to play
• Without added sugar and grain free

40 G 417 653 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebhgfd! CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, PL, RU, SK

140 G 417 677 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-ebhghh! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL, RU



CAT TABS 
FISH

• Very tasty treat
• Made from valuable ingredients, vitamins and fish
• High biotin content
• Helps coat to shine and colour intensity
• For a supple coat

210 G 408 286 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eaicig! CZ, DE, IT, NL, RU, SK

425 G 409 146 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eajbeg! CZ, DE, IT, NL, PL, RU, UA
53

CAT TABS 
ALGOBIOTINE

• Special delicacies
• Made from natural raw materials and marine algae
• High biotin content
• Helps to increase shine & colour intensity
• More suppleness

425 G 409 139 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eajbdj! CZ, DE, IT, NL, PL, RU, UA
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HYDRO-GRAS

• Fresh cat-grass
• Due to small hydro-grains only one watering is needed
• Easy procedure
• Guranteed growth

150 G 407 296 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-eahcjg! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, HR, HU, IT, NL, 
PL, RO, RU

SOFT GRASS

• Soft-Gras is a particularly soft grass 
 
 

100 G 407 128 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-eahbci! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, HR, HU, IT, NL, 
PL, RO, RU
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CAT GRASS MEADOW FRAGRANCE

• Soft and rich in vitamins
• Highly germinable and particularly soft grass 

 
 

150 G 407 005 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-eahaaf! CZ, DE, EN, NL, PL, RU, SK, UA

CAT GRASS QUICK-GERM BAG

• To excrete indigestible components
• Against hairball formation
• Quick and guranteed sprouting
• Easy to use
• After approx. 1 week fresh grass

100 G 407 289 languages

Unit
8 pcs

'!0A20GE-eahcij! CZ, DE, EN, FR, NL, PL
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CAT-MILK

• For motherless kitten care
• Supplementary food for kittens
• For pregnant and breast-feeding cats
• For old and weak cats
• With many vitamins, nutrients, calcium & taurine

200 G 406 282 languages

Unit
5 pcs

'!0A20GE-eagcic! DE, FR, NL

2 KG 406 770 languages

Unit
1 pcs

'!0A20GE-eaghha! DE, FR, IT, NL

KITTEN GOAT MILK

• Goat‘s milk powder as a complete food for kittens
• The right nutrition for healthy development
• Developed according to the model of natural mother‘s milk
• Optimally adapted to the nutritional requirements of small kittens
•  Also for supporting pregnant or nursing cats

200 g 426 204 languages

Unit
5 pcs

'!0A20GE-ecgcae! DE, EN
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BABYTABS

• Optimal product for kitten
• Combination of essential vitamins &calcium
• Improves vision and heart function
• Supports the energy supply

85 G 409 818 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-eajibi! CZ, DE, IT, NL, RU



GimDog TRAIN & TREAT
Due to their low fat content, they are ideal 
for rewarding your dog after training and 
telling him: „Great job!

Valuable protein sources that you haven‘t 
seen before.
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PURE DELIGHT 
CHICKEN

• Tender pieces of meat with proteins in jelly
• Ideal for sensitive dogs with special requirements
• Without wheat, gluten and soya

85 G 513 003 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdaad! DE, EN, NL

150 G 513 072 languages

Unit
18 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdahc! DE, EN, NL

PURE DELIGHT 
CHICKEN & LAMB

• Tender pieces of meat with proteins in jelly
• Ideal for sensitive dogs with special requirements
• Without wheat, gluten and soya

85 G 513 041 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdaeb! DE, EN, NL

150 G 513 065 languages

Unit
18 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdagf! DE, EN, NL
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PURE DELIGHT 
CHICKEN & BEEF

• Tender pieces of meat with proteins in jelly
• Ideal for sensitive dogs with special requirements
• Without wheat, gluten and soya

85 G 513 034 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdade! DE, EN, NL

PURE DELIGHT 
CHICKEN & TUNA

• Pieces of fish and meat with proteins in jelly
• Ideal for sensitive dogs with special requirements
• Without wheat, gluten and soya

85 G 513 027 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdach! DE, EN, NL
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PURE DELIGHT 
TUNA

• Tender pieces of fish with proteins in jelly
• Ideal for sensitive dogs with special requirements
• Without wheat, gluten and soya

85 G 513 010 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdaba! DE, EN, NL

PURE DELIGHT 
TUNA & BEEF

• Pieces of fish and meat with proteins in jelly
• Ideal for sensitive dogs with special requirements
• Without wheat, gluten and soya

85 G 513 058 languages

Unit
12 pcs

'!0A20GE-fbdafi! DE, EN, NL
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DUCK CURLS

• Delicious snack
• Freezed and air-dried duck fillets
• High quality and easily digestible proteins
• Only one animal protein source

55 G 541 730 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-febhda! AR, CN, CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, 
RU

CHICKEN CURLS

• Delicious snack
• Freezed and air-dried chicken fillets
• High quality and easily digestible proteins
• Only one animal protein source

55 G 541 723 languages

Unit
6 pcs

'!0A20GE-febhcd! AR, CN, CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, 
RU
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RAIN & TREAT JUNIOR 
RABBIT & MINT

• Valuable protein source rabbit with mint refined
• Recipe is grain free
• No added sugar
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 506 302 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-fagdac! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

TRAIN & TREAT 
INSECT & SEA BUCKTHORN

• Alternative protein source insects refined with sea buckthorn
• No conventional protein sources
• Recipe is grain free
• no added sugar & artificial colourings and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 507 880 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-fahiia! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL
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TRAIN & TREAT 
KRILL & HEMP

• Valuable protein source krill refined with hemp 
seeds

• Recipe is grain free 
• No added sugar
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 507 842

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-fahiec!

TRAIN & TREAT 
SALMON & COCONUT

• Valuable protein source salmon with a touch of 
coconut

• Recipe is grain-free
• No added sugar
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 507 897

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-fahijh!

TRAIN & TREAT 
LAMB & PINEAPPLE

• Valuable protein source lamb with pineapple
• Recipe is grain free
• No added sugar
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 507 866

Unit
10 pcs

languages
CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

'!0A20GE-fahigg!
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TRAIN & TREAT 
SQUID & GINGER

• Valuable source of protein inkvis with ginger
• Recipe is grain-free
• No added sugar
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 507 873 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-fahihd! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL

TRAIN & TREAT 
VENISON & SAGE

• Valuable protein source wildly refined with sage
• Recipe is grain free
• No added sugar
• No artificial colours and flavours
• Low fat content

125 g 507 859 languages

Unit
10 pcs

'!0A20GE-fahifj! CZ, DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PL
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EXPLANATION OF VITAMINES & ADDITIVES

LINSEED OIL

Source of alpha-linolenic acid. Contains omega-3 and -6 fatty 
acids, which provide effective cell protection and support 
mobility. It’s considered beneficial for various diseases, for 
example: 
• inflammatory skin disorders; even the shine of the coat,  

can be improved through its intake
• cardiovascular and renal disorders
• osteoarthritis and joint disorders

L-TRYPTOPHAN

Essential amino acid, for the synthesis of proteins. It is essential 
in humans, meaning the body cannot synthesize it; it must be  
obtained from the diet. Tryptophan is also a precursor to 
the neurotransmitter serotonin (the so-called “good-humor 
hormone”) and the hormone melatonin (responsible for the 
quality of sleep).

MALT

Malt is the caryopsis (grain) of a cereal that has undergone 
germination, so it has sprouted. In cats it promotes the 
natural elimination of hairballs in the stomach and provides 
an additional energetic contribution. Cats spend most of the 
day taking care of the hair and licking: they swallow many dead 
hairs, which, once in the stomach, can generate balls of fur.  
This is especially dangerous for longhair cats and older cats.

PHOSPHOR

Like calcium, phosphorus also plays an important role in bone 
metabolism and tooth structure. Furthermore, it is involved 
in almost all metabolic functions and serves as an energy 
source for all cellular processes. In pet feeding, it is important 
to evaluate the correct Ca/P ratio, e.g. for proper growth and 
development of bones and teeth in young subjects.

PSYLLIUM

Psyllium husk used as a dietary fiber both for the relief in case 
of diarrhea, absorbing the excessive liquids as well as a natural 
and soft remedy for constipation. Its seeds in contact with 
water swell and increase in volume up to 30 times to their dry 
form, thus producing a gel capable of increasing the amount  
of fecal mass, softening its content. This lubricating effect 
makes it able to facilitate bowel emptying and defecation. 
However, psyllium is useful not only in case of constipation,  
but also in case of diarrhoea: it acts in fact absorbing the  
excess of liquids and increasing the consistency of the fecal 
bolus. Psyllium seeds also have prebiotic properties: they have 
the ability to promote the growth of “good” bacterial flora, 
to the detriment of the pathogenic strains with a putrefactive 
action. They are therefore useful for strengthening the immune 
system, and improving intestinal efficiency.

ST. JOHN’S WORT

Flowering plant in the family hypericaceae. Mild anti-
depressant, positive impact in case of restlessness and 
nervousness and promotes building of serotonin.

TAURINE

Essential sulfonic amino acid, it is essential for cardiovascular 
function, and development and function of skeletal muscle,  
the retina, and the central nervous system. In the cat, which 
is not able to synthesize it in its own organism, and must 
therefore assume it from the outside, it is indispensable for  
its survival; its deficiency can lead to serious problems,  
such as retinal degeneration; the myocardium (heart) may  
also be affected.

TGOS

Trans Galacto Oligo Saccharide, soluble dietetic fibre with 
prebiotic function, derivating from lactose. Helps to increase 
the benefic intestinal bacteria, bifido bacterium and lacto 
bacillus. Therefore, helps to decrease flatulence and improves 
feces’ consistency.

YEAST

Yeasts are eukaryotic, single-celled microorganisms.  
More than thousand species of yeasts have been cataloged. 
Some species are commonly used for leavening bread and 
fermenting alcoholic beverages (beer): the most commonly 
used is a saccharomyces (Saccharomyces cerevisiae).  
The brewer’s yeast contains B vitamins (in particular B8 = 
Biotina), and is rich in trace elements including e.g. calcium, 
phosphorus, zinc and selenium.
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EXPLANATION OF VITAMINES & ADDITIVES

ACIDO FOLICO

Vitamin B9, water-soluble and essential for the synthesis 
of DNA and proteins, important for the growth. Necessary 
support for the synthesis of haemoglobin and the formation of 
red corpuscles.

BETA-GLUCAN

Supports the immune system, helping the formation of 
antibodies; it activates the macrophages, that neutralize 
external agents (bacteria, etc.) to the organism, phagocytizing 
and neutralizing them; this helps reduce infections.

BIOTINA

Biotina is a water-soluble B-vitamin. Biotina is an important 
component of enzymes involved in metabolizing fats and 
carbohydrates, influencing cell growth, and affecting amino 
acids involved in protein synthesis. Biotina assists in various 
metabolic reactions involving the transfer of carbon dioxide. It 
may also be helpful in maintaining a steady blood sugar level.

CALCIUM

Skeleton component; it is necessary for the organism to 
perform numerous and fundamental functions. It intervenes 
in bone formation and resorption, in blood coagulation, in 
nerve conduction, in neuromuscular transmission, in muscle 
contraction, and in cell growth and division.

CELLULOSE

Cellulose determines a “dead weight” effect, useful in case 
of elimination of toxic substances or of constituents that are 
difficult to degrade.

DRIED GRASS

Fibre for a controlled digestion, as a source of amino acids, 
vitamins and trace elements.

EGG YOLK

Covers the need of arachidonic acid (omega-3 fatty acid), 
particularly important in cats for their regular growth. It’s an 
excellent source of “noble” proteins, with high nutritional 
and biological value, as they are rich in essential amino acids. 
Those cats cannot “produce” on their own, synthesizing them 
in their own bodies, but must take them on via food: arginine, 
histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, 
threonine, tryptophan, valine.

ELM BARK

Coming from the slippery elm, native in Eastern North America, 
well known for its properties already by the Native Americans. 
The elm bark is also called herbal mucilage and has a protective 
effect on the mucous membrane. The mucilages adheres on 
the intestine wall, covering them with a film that protects and 
regenerates them; for this reason, elm is considered one of the 
most effective natural remedies for treating problems of the 
gastrointestinal tract.

ESCHOLZIA HERBS

Flowering plant in the papaveraceae family native to the 
United States. Natural remedy and pain reliever. Helps against 
sleeplessness and nervous unquietness. Its use is therefore 
indicated in case of anxiety, stress, sleep disorders (insomnia, 
nocturnal awakenings), psychosomatic disorders, irritability, 
pains of a psychic nature, nervousness.

FISH OIL

Source of docosahexaeonic acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic 
acid (EPA) obtained by the synthesis of alpha-linolenic acid. Has 
an anti-inflammatory effect. It is mainly found in salmon, tuna, 
anchovies, sardines and herring, therefore in fish with fatty 
meats.

GLUCOSAMINE

Is an amino sugar and a prominent precursor in the biochemical 
synthesis of glycosylated proteins and lipids. Glucosamine is 
part of the structure of the polysaccharides chitosan and chitin, 
which compose the exoskeletons of crustaceans and other 
arthropods. Positive support for cartilage and joint flexibility.

L-CARNITINA

Essential amino acid, important for the transport of fats inside 
the cells, demolishing and producing energy. Important for the 
function of the muscle-skeletal and cardio vascular systems.
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EXPLANATION OF VITAMINES & ADDITIVES

Vitamins regulate many important  
functions of the cat’s body.

Most vitamins cannot be produced  
in the body and therefore need to be  

ingested through food.
.

INFORMATION ABOUT VITAMINS

VITAMIN B1 (THIAMINE)
Metabolism, supports nerve function. Deficiency can cause 
fatigue, performance decreases.

VITAMIN B2 (RIBOFLAVIN)
Metabolism, important for eyes. Deficiency can create 
increased risk of cataracts.

VITAMIN B6 (PYRIDOXINE)
Metabolism, formation of messenger substances in the nerves, 
hormone formation, immune system.

VITAMIN B12 (COBALAMIN)
Blood formation, cell division, metabolism. Deficiency can 
cause neurological symptoms.

VITAMIN C
Performs multiple functions: contributes, for example, to 
wound healing, is antioxidant in the body, that is, captures 
free radicals. It improves the immune system in general and 
supports an increase in the activity of immune cells.

VITAMIN D3 (CHOLECALCIFEROL)
It is necessary for bone formation and calcium/phosphorus 
absorption and is especially important for growing cats and 
for nursing cats. In the case of vitamin D deficiency, calcium 
absorption capacity is reduced.

VITAMIN E
It is an antioxidant substance, active against free radicals 
and which helps the production of energy. It is important for 
reproduction. A deficiency can lead to disorders of the central 
nervous system and retinopathy. In puppies and in pregnancy 
and lactation the need is greater.

VITAMIN K (MENADIONE)
Responsible for blood coagulation. A deficiency of this vitamin 
determines a reduced blood coagulation capacity. In the event 
of injury, this can lead to a slowing down of the wound healing 
process.


